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ABSTRACT
In various countries, transport policy makers are increasingly interested
in the automation of vehicle driving tasks. Current policy developments
regarding Automated Vehicle Guidance (AVG) are complicated by several
uncertainties about the development of AVG technologies, whether their
implementation will contribute to or conflict with transport policy goals,
and the basic societal conditions that are required for AVG implementation.
In this article, we present an approach to reduce the uncertainty regarding
alternative AVG implementations. In particular, we develop a backcasting
approach to limit the scope of policy development and research by eliminat-
ing parts of the large variety in possible AVG developments. This approach
consists of the following steps: (1) the specification of plausible AVG con-
cepts; (2) the analysis of the conditions for the implementation of these
concepts, resulting in a set of promising AVG concepts and (3) the analysis
whether stakeholders’ decisions and actions related to the implementation of
plausible concepts will be fulfilled in time. This approach helps to eliminate
non-plausible, non-promising and non-accepted AVG concepts and reduce
the scope of policy making to the most viable ones. Copyright  2003 John
Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION
Modern societies are increasingly confronted with the road traffic externalities, including congestion,
accidents, use of energy and emissions. For instance, about 42,500 people are killed and 3,500,000
injured every year due to road traffic crashes in the European Union (ETSC, 1999). In addition,
increasing traffic congestion and related environmental stress is expected in the coming decades
(e.g. OECD, 2000). To a large extent, these problems can be attributed to improper or suboptimal
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driving behaviour. For instance, regarding traffic safety, Smiley and Brookhuis (1987) estimate
that some 90% of all traffic accidents can be attributed to human failure. Congestion is the result
of the drivers’ trip-making decisions (departure time, route, etc.) and minute-by-minute vehicle-
driving behaviour (e.g. distance keeping, lane changing) (Lindsey and Verhoef, 2000). To improve
vehicle-driving behaviour, various technological systems are developed and implemented, which
undertake actions in case of improper or suboptimal driving behaviour. Known as Automated
Vehicle Guidance (AVG) systems, they automate, to a certain degree, the driver’s acceleration,
braking, and steering tasks.
The range of possible AVG systems is wide, varying from systems supporting the driver in
one specific driving task (e.g. proper distance keeping, blind spot obstacle warning, lane keeping)
up to highly advanced systems where the driver’s steering, throttling and braking tasks are fully
automated (e.g. the auto-pilot). The technological feasibility of most AVG systems is no longer
the main issue, as has been demonstrated in several experiments and pilots. These experiments
have shown that AVG systems hold potential for improving road traffic performance significantly.
For instance, it has been estimated that large-scale implementation of collision-avoidance systems,
supporting the driver in the case of imminent crash danger with oncoming vehicles or obstacles,
could reduce road fatalities up to 45% (e.g. Hiramatsu et al., 1997; Sala et al., 1997). The large-
scale implementation of systems supporting the driver in keeping a proper distance from the nearest
vehicle ahead (adaptive cruise control) could increase road capacity up to 25%, depending on system
parameters (e.g. Minderhoud, 1999). Eventually, these developments could end up with the full
taking-over of driving tasks, allowing for feet-off and hands-off driving. This ‘auto-pilot’ is likely
to be implemented first on dedicated lanes on major highways, enabling equipped vehicles to group
themselves into ‘platoons’. Preliminary studies show that fully automated driving lanes, compared
to manual driving lanes, could generate 80–90% less accidents and a 200–300% higher level
of capacity use (Kanaris et al., 1997). Together with substantial reductions in travel time (50%)
and fuel consumption and emissions due to better traffic throughput, this implies high potential
individual and societal advantages.
In view of the above, transport policy makers are increasingly interested in the automation
of vehicle driving tasks, as this could contribute significantly to general transport policy goals,
including (e.g. Ministry of Transport, 2001; CEC, 2001): an improvement in accessibility (reduction
of congestion, more efficient use of road infrastructure); an improvement in traffic safety (reduction
of accident fatalities and injuries) and reduction of environmental deterioration (less energy use and
emissions, less consumption of scarce space). However, current policy developments regarding AVG
are highly complicated by uncertainties regarding future AVG technologies and their implementation
(Van Geenhuizen and Thissen, 2002). These uncertainties stem, for instance, from (Marchau, 2000):
ž The lack of an univocal specification of how AVG technology implementation will proceed in
terms of functionality, user groups and types of roads to be used, etc.
ž The alignment of AVG implementation with general transport policy goals (i.e. most AVG system
performance has been assessed under rigidly controlled experimental conditions with limited
real-world validity).
ž The fulfilment of specific societal conditions in support of AVG implementation (e.g. liability
rules, social acceptance, economic feasibility).
Until now, attempts to reduce these uncertainties through research have been strongly technology
driven, focusing on the exploration of technical opportunities of specific AVG technologies and/or
specific aspects of AVG implementation. Most of the more societal questions have not been studied
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yet (Van der Heijden and Wiethoff, 1999). This could hinder the development of early AVG systems
or lead to the implementation of systems, which serve the producers and individual consumers’
interests but might conflict with more general transport policies. Therefore, there is a need for
broader pictures of AVG implementation which treat possible AVG applications, including their
potential impacts on transportation system performance and the enabling, societal conditions for
implementation, in an integrated way (Marchau and Walker, 2002).
The key question is how this type of research should be performed. Traditional assessment
approaches used by transportation professionals in this field are mostly based on trend extrapola-
tions and quantitative modelling. The resulting models typically focus on the physical part of road
transportation, i.e. infrastructure and traffic. In these studies, it is assumed that there is sufficient
insight into the complex system to accurately model the systems structure and to predict the future
with sufficient accuracy. However, the decisions of both individuals and organizations in transporta-
tion processes are hardly or not at all considered, even though these decisions largely determine the
impacts of AVG implementation. For instance, in these traditional assessments, the contribution of
AVG implementation to general transport policy goals is based on the assumptions that all vehicles
are equipped with a perfectly functioning system, and that drivers use the system exactly as it was
designed to do. Yet only a very few vehicles have been equipped with AVG facilities, different
systems have become available by different suppliers, systems have malfunctioned, and drivers
have behaved unexpectedly when using AVG systems. These developments seriously undermine
estimated positive impacts. Summarizing, it seems that traditional evaluation approaches cannot
cope with such uncertainties (Haynes and Qiangsheng, 1993; Bristow et al., 1997; Stough, 2001).
Recently, innovative methodologies for handling uncertainties in new transport technologies have
been suggested (e.g. Gifford and Schwartz, 1995; Moon et al., presentation at the 8th World Confer-
ence on Transport Research, Antwerp, 1998; Stough, 2001). These studies involve the development
of frameworks for structuring uncertainty on transport, traffic and technologies, and result in method-
ological recommendations to be taken care of in this context. Although useful at a conceptual level,
these studies do not elaborate operational methodologies that could be applied in a straightfor-
ward manner to cope with the uncertainties of AVG implementation. Hence, from the research
perspective, the further development of such methodologies remains a challenge. In this article, we
illustrate how this challenge can be tackled (Marchau, 2000), as part of a larger, recently finished,
research program on the future of AVG within the Dutch Research School of Transport, Infras-
tructure and Logistics (TRAIL). Another three PhD projects in this programme have been studying
implementation of AVG at the specific levels of, respectively, driver and travel behaviour, traffic
performance and infrastructure design, and legislation and tort liability (for an overview see Van
der Heijden and Wiethoff, 1999). The programme was initiated in the mid-1990s in reaction to a
strong governmental interest in improving intelligence in traffic and transport management. Since
then, the Netherlands has pursued a guiding role in this field, illustrated by extended demonstra-
tions of Automated Vehicle Guidance in 1998. Moreover, the government initiated the set-up of
and investments in scientific knowledge transfer organizations, laboratories, pilot projects and pub-
lic–private research programmes. The research programme referred to in this article was financed
by the Delft University of Technology and was meant as a contribution of this university to these
public–private initiatives. Consequently, the researchers in the programmes had regular cooperation
and discussions with representatives in the field of public transport policy making. Moreover, in
recent years the researchers started to participate in various European projects in the context of the
Fifth Framework, actively disseminating generated knowledge to automotive industries and other
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research institutes and policy makers. All these initiatives have led to a follow-up research pro-
gramme with six PhD students financed for four years by the Dutch National Science Foundation,
starting in mid-2002.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section explores the field of Technology Assessment
(TA) with the aim of developing a methodological approach for coping with uncertainty of future
AVG implementation. As choices made for a specific TA methodologies all are typically ‘problem
driven’, the third section gives an in-depth coverage of the problem field, with a systemic view
on the relationship between AVG technologies and the transport system. Based on this view, the
methodological approach applied in our study is conceptualized in the fourth section. In the fifth
section this conceptual approach is specified and applied. In the final section some conclusions are
drawn and discussed.
METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
The field of interdisciplinary research on the possibilities and consequences of technology imple-
mentation in general is Technology Assessment (TA). Hence, this field of research is logically
of interest for this study. The origin of TA dates back to the 1950s when technology forecasting
studies were performed to support policy decisions on technological investments of large industries
and governments. In the 1960s, the awareness of negative impacts of technologies grew and the
emphasis of technology forecasting studies shifted towards impact assessment. These TA studies
sought to assess the intended as well as the unintended impacts of technological developments on
society (Coates and Coates, 1989).
In the 1970s and 1980s, the often implicit assumption that the development of a technology
as well as its societal impacts can be predicted was criticized. Practical experience and in-depth
research indicated that technological developments are not autonomous but influenced by strong
interactions with their social context (Bijker et al., 1987). Forecasts were often wrong or unexpected
impacts were observed (e.g. Ascher, 1978). Moreover, TA practice pointed out that decision-making
processes regarding innovative technologies are much fuzzier than is often assumed, and that polit-
ical rationality plays an important role (Smits and Leyten, 1989). Due to this criticism, the focus
of TA changed from an objective analysis of future systems towards understanding the role of
specific stakeholders in socio-technical decision making. Consequently, TA studies have gradually
become more process-oriented, in an attempt to incorporate societal or sectoral aspects, as well
as the stakeholders’ preferences and actions in the design of new technologies. In this context,
the term Technology Foresight combines supporting analyses and communication processes where
informed stakeholders participate in a forward-looking exercise (Grupp and Linstone, 1999).
The increased variety of TA studies over the years has had consequences for the methodological
approaches used within TAs. Next to traditional technology forecasting and impact assessment,
approaches have been developed which focus on stakeholder participation regarding a problem
situation and potential technological solutions. Nowadays, the number of methods used for per-
forming technology assessments is both large and diverse. Van den Ende et al. (1998) present a
useful structuring of this variety. Based on their overview and other sources, Table I has been
constructed. Here, a distinction is made between the assessment methodology and the methods
that are applicable within TA. The methods help in studying a specific aspect of the TA problem.
The assessment methodologies, in turn, seek to integrate different aspects of the technology and/or
related decision process. Taken together, assessment methodologies and methods characterize the
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Table I. A taxonomy of Technology Assessment methodologies and methods
TA aim
TA approach
Analysis Intervention Reflection
Assessment Technology forecasting Interactive TA Structured reasoning
methodology Backcasting analysis Consumer CTA Historical case research
Impact assessment Strategic niche
Cost–benefit analysis management
Scenario analysis
Market analysis
Assessment Analogies Consensus conference Workshops
methods Monitoring Interactive workshops Interviews
Morphological analysis Gaming Literature surveys
Trend extrapolation
Modelling
Policy capture
Structured interaction
methodological approach. A further distinction between assessment methodologies and methods
used in TAs can be based on the aims of the study: analysis, intervention, or reflection.
The category of ‘analysis’ refers to various analytical assessment methodologies and methods in
technology assessment studies. These include methods such as forecasting, scenario construction,
impact analysis, market analysis, and trend exploration. Overviews and detailed descriptions of
these and other methods can be found in several textbooks (e.g. Porter et al., 1991; Martino, 1993).
The second category includes intervention methodologies and methods used to intervene in decision
processes on technology development and implementation. Typical methods used in these process-
oriented approaches are consensus conferences, interactive workshops, and gaming. The category
of reflective methodologies and methods is used for organizing the process of intervention.
The remaining question is which TA approach(in terms of assessment methodologies and meth-
ods) is appropriate for reducing uncertainties of AVG implementation? The answer should be guided
by the aims of the technology assessment: analysing technology development and implementation,
intervening in technology development and implementation, or identifying the ways how to inter-
vene in technology development and implementation. The aim in our study is to identify and reduce
uncertainty regarding the implementation of AVG technology. Hence, in terms of the above-defined
classification this points at methodologies and methods for analysis.
In the literature, few criteria have been presented to make choices between different analytical
assessment methodologies and methods (Porter, 1995). Most TAs have been developed in practice
and few practitioners have explicitly reflected on their methodological choices (Van den Ende et al.,
1998). In general, choices for a specific technology assessment study are typically determined
by the problem by the assessor and the objectives of study (Langenhove and Berloznik, 1998).
Consequently, the TA researcher is forced to make her or his choices within the general framework
presented above. In particular we have to answer the following two related questions:
(1) Which TA assessment methodology (for analyses) is appropriate to reduce uncertainty regarding
AVG implementation?
(2) Given this methodology, which TA method(s) (for analyses) can be used to perform this re-
duction?
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The choice of a specific, analytical TA approach depends on either the assumption that future
AVG developments are a continuation (i.e. extrapolation) of the past or the assumption that signif-
icant technological discontinuities cannot be excluded in advance. In the former case, well-known
methodologies and methods are available. If, however, future surprises cannot be excluded, the
probable nature of possible discontinuities should be studied in depth. At present, there is not suf-
ficient information to make a well-founded choice between these two assumptions. Therefore, the
TA approach should start with an in-depth study of the relationship between AVG technologies and
the transport system components to identify the dynamics of future AVG implementation and the
underlying causal mechanisms.
UNDERSTANDING THE DYNAMICS OF AVG TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION
A structured view of AVG technologies and the transport system
Current AVG consists of a variety of systems which can be structured by Hall’s (1995) general
framework. In this framework, AVG is structured based on three principal entities: the vehicle, the
driver, and the road infrastructure. Each entity contains five basic devices, which have to cooperate
to perform the vehicle-driving task: sensors, intelligence, memory, transmitters, and actuators (see
Figure 1). Sensors collect information by observing driving conditions and/or by receiving messages
from, for instance, other vehicles, the road infrastructure, road operators, etc. This data is processed
by an intelligence device that formulates commands and composes messages, based on a set of
interpretation heuristics and decision rules. The knowledge and experience of the entity are stored
within the memory. The information from the intelligence is transformed into actions by the actuator
and transformed into relevant messages by the transmitter.
Various AVG systems can be constructed as unique combinations of devices with varying capa-
bilities. Sensors can collect data on, for instance, the state of the driver, the state of the vehicle,
obstacles in the vicinity of the vehicle, road conditions, traffic conditions, etc. (Komoda and Goudy,
1995). The intelligence and memory constitute the core of the entity as here decisions are made for
executing specific actions to attain specific system objectives (e.g. vehicle-following, lane keeping,
lane changing). There are various options for both the type of actuator (e.g. throttle, brake and
transmitters
sensors intelligence
memory
actuators
messages
observations
messages
commands
Figure 1. The basic devices of AVG
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steering) and for the level of actuation (e.g. advisory, intervention). With regard to the transmission
of messages, one can distinguish between AVG systems that are self-supporting or autonomous and
systems which cooperate, i.e. communicate, with other entities. Different combinations of these
system elements are currently studied, tested, and improved, in relation to user functions such as:
longitudinal collision avoidance, lateral collision avoidance or driver–vehicle–road monitoring. In
what follows, we focus on services that are essential for fully automated driving. Thus, systems
for longitudinal collision avoidance, lateral collision avoidance and automated highways are of
primary interest.
In order to identify the possible future dynamics regarding the implementation of the AVG
systems in the transport system, a workable structuring of the transport system is helpful. We used
the systemic view for the transport system as presented in Figure 2 (Van der Heijden, 1999). Here,
the transport system consists of seven subsystems. Four subsystems comprise the transport system’s
physical features: infrastructure, vehicles, cargo and passengers and spatial/economic patterns. The
other three subsystems are the three markets: the traffic market, the transport service market,
and the transport needs market. The traffic market represents the interaction between the vehicle
capacity and the supply of infrastructure facilities. The output of this market results in the traffic
patterns, the allocation of vehicles to infrastructure networks in time and space. The transport
market represents the interaction of the actual transportation demand over space and time and
the transportation services provided, resulting in the transport performance or mobility patterns in
terms of trips made, modes used and routes chosen within a certain time period. The transport
needs market represents the interaction between the latent demands of individuals for performing
specific spatially dispersed activities, on the one hand, and the available transport options and the
financial and temporal budget, on the other, resulting in an actual transport demand. The potential
need for transport results from the spatial, social, economic and temporal organisation of society.
These seven subsystems roughly tell us how major processes in the transport system function.
Each subsystem generates its own unique processes and problems and has unique stakeholder
interactions; from an analytical point of view, it is therefore valid to regard them as subsystems.
From a synthesis point of view (e.g. in policy making), it is important to pay also attention to
interactions between the subsystems. A lower subsystem facilitates (supports) the processes within
the higher subsystems. A higher subsystem, however, does not support processes in the lower
subsystem: it places functional requirements on the supporting facilities and services offered by the
lower subsystem.
passengers/cargo
vehicles
infrastructure
 transport need market
societal organisation
transport market
traffic marketAVG
Figure 2. A market structuring of the transport system
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AVG applications intervene at the levels of the vehicle, traffic market and infrastructure com-
ponents (see Figure 2). The basic challenge is to improve vehicle control and thus optimize the
interactions between driver and vehicle. In consequence, it is assumed that AVG applications con-
tribute to a more steady traffic flow and therefore also to a more efficient use of capacity, increased
comfort, and reduced fuel consumption.
Possible dynamics of AVG implementation
In the above-described systemic framework, the possible dynamics of the implementation of the
AVG technologies within the transport system can be analysed. The degree of dynamics refers to
the range and sequence of future states of the different transport subsystems when AVG applications
are implemented. This degree of dynamics has been explored by collecting the opinions of Dutch
experts, supplemented with a scan of the (international) literature (Marchau and Van der Heijden,
1997). It resulted in the following findings:
ž Infrastructure level: there are various infrastructure adaptations which could facilitate the traffic
system in relation to AVG systems. For instance, the transmission of information about actual
infrastructure conditions (e.g. rain, snow) to in-vehicle speed adaptation devices could increase
traffic safety and efficiency significantly. Next, most AVG applications are developed for use on
motorways or dedicated lanes. However, the traffic situation at these road types is relatively easy
as compared to, for instance, urban and rural roads: the traffic is relatively homogeneous, the
roadway curvature is limited and the road boundaries are clearly set. Consequently, supporting
vehicle control seems the least complex challenge for this road network as compared to other
road networks.
ž Traffic market level: it is not clear how AVG will affect traffic flow behaviour and therefore
indirectly traffic safety and road efficiency (e.g. Marsden et al., 2001). Although, in general, AVG
intends to improve traffic efficiency (or at least not to reduce road capacity), there are studies
which forecast (small) capacity decreases for a higher penetration level within mixed traffic,
specific settings of some systems and dense traffic conditions (Minderhoud, 1999). Furthermore,
intended safety benefits could be counteracted by behavioural adaptation of drivers (Endsley and
Kiris, 1995). These negative efficiency- and safety impacts might increase in a mixed situation
of vehicles with different systems, each having its specific type of support and performance.
ž Vehicle level: the question of which specific in-vehicle systems will significantly improve the
vehicle driving performance is still open. The functionality of systems can vary considerably,
depending on varying capabilities and design parameters of AVG system elements. Regarding
collision-avoidance systems, for instance, a wide range of available technologies is used to
build potential countermeasures related to different crash types (Wassim, 1994). Furthermore,
for each specific crash type several sensing options, decision-making algorithms, and types of
control are possible. Finally, communication between vehicles and/or between vehicles and the
road infrastructure could improve AVG operating performance in terms of less complex sensor
requirements and reductions of the occurrence of false or nuisance alarms (Shladover, 1997).
ž Transport market level: the implementation of AVG could influence existing travel behaviour
negatively in terms of a modal shift and route choices in favour of AVG-equipped vehicles. For
instance, when AVG-equipped vehicles become safer and more comfortable, car usage could
become more attractive than public transport (Nijkamp et al., 1996). Consequently, more vehicle
trips might be undertaken, counteracting initial safety (and efficiency) benefits. Route choices
could be influenced, for instance, by the fact that a system is only applicable on a certain type
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of road because of required intelligence in the infrastructure. Hence, the long-term influence of
AVG on travel behaviour might countermeasure short-term traffic impacts.
ž User level: there are several user groups for which AVG technologies could become available,
as different systems providers might focus on different market segments. Collision-warning sys-
tems and adaptive cruise controls are currently available for specific groups (heavy vehicles,
luxury cars). The speed of technology adoption by other groups is uncertain. For instance, in the
Netherlands antilock braking systems are rapidly becoming common features of vehicles. This
could also be the case for AVG systems.
ž Transport needs market level: the implementation of AVG systems could influence activity pat-
terns in the longer run. As choices with respect to e.g. locations for living, working, shopping
or recreation are also based on their qualitative accessibility, new patterns of activity could orig-
inate from the significant transport quality improvements to be induced by these systems. It has
been found, for instance, that fully automated facilities have the potential to influence land use
patterns significantly (Stevens et al., 1995). For instance, residential and business areas could
become more decentralized if automated driving appears to reduce travel time.
ž Societal organization level: AVG systems could easily generate new transport needs. For exam-
ple, elderly and disabled people could be attracted to more car trips if their driving abilities
are improved by these systems. Freight operators and public transport operators could be inter-
ested in starting or expanding road transport activities due to AVG-induced improved traffic
performance. In the Netherlands, for instance, innovative AVG concepts for freight transport are
under development, while automated people movers for public transport are already reality in
certain places.
These developments are relevant to public policy on AVG. Other factors can be identified which
may influence the implementation of AVG (e.g. transport sector contextual changes in economic,
environmental, social and legal fields). The lesson is that future, large-scale implementation of AVG
could develop in various ways, and as such is highly dynamic.
The implementation of AVG in one specific subsystem may influence processes within other
subsystems. Due to dynamic feedback and (sometimes) autonomous mechanisms, future AVG per-
formance can only be analysed in-depth at present, under strict, often disputable, assumptions.
Consequently, robust, ex ante evaluations of implementation of AVG are difficult and precise pol-
icy strategy development is not yet possible. The development of policy strategies requires, at least,
answers to the following societal questions:
ž Which AVG systems should (given general transport policy goals) or will (given AVG techno-
logical developments) be implemented?
ž How should (given general transport policy goals) or will (given AVG technological develop-
ments) AVG systems be implemented?
These questions are strongly interrelated and allow for a wide range of answers. Therefore, the
choice and the specification of an adequate TA approach require an explicit attention to these ranges
and their relationships. In short, there is a need for an approach that generates knowledge on:
ž AVG system performance and impacts of large-scale AVG implementation in the transport system,
in relation to
ž The preferences and choices of stakeholders involved in or affected by AVG implementation.
Such an approach will be described in the next section.
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CONCEPTUAL APPROACH
In view of the methodological framework above, first an analytical assessment methodology for
the TA study should be operationalized based on assumptions about the future character of AVG
technology development. The idea of a discontinuous development cannot be eliminated, partly
because the evolutionary view (according to which the mechanisms that shaped the historical
development of the technology structure its future development) needs to be relaxed. Thus, the
application of analytical methodologies based on extrapolations from the past may not be valid.
A methodology which explicitly addresses the assumption of the applicability of extrapolating is
backcasting (Robinson, 1988). This involves the identification of a desirable future and stimulates
the development of certain innovation processes to reach this desired future. Backcasting aims
at identifying conditions for different future paths that can be followed (Mulder, 1995). Whereas
forecasting attempts to elicit the most likely future under specified conditions, backcasting tries
to identify the degree of freedom of action with respect to possible futures (Robinson, 1990). In
backcasting, first an image is identified which might represent a future solution for the societal
problem at hand. If such an image can be made explicit, the next step is to identify and assess a
path between that future image and today. If such an image does not exist, the path will not be
explored and the image will be adjusted (Hojer, 1998).
Once an assessment methodology has been chosen, choices among methods for the assessment
methodology are called for. Our investigation into methods for backcasting was disappointing as
exclusive methods for backcasting were not found. This was later confirmed by Dreborg (1996).
Hence, a combination of conventional methods should be applied in this context. Choices among
methods should be based on criteria which account for the contents of the study object and the
basic ideas of backcasting. In this study, we adopted the following guiding principles according to
which appropriate TA assessment methods should be chosen:
ž To start from a broad, holistic view on AVG and the transport system working towards more
detailed, operating images
ž To start from long-term, societal desired developments of AVG, working backwards to feasible
applications in the near future
ž To start with analysing technological possibilities, explicitly exploring the implications for the
organization of AVG implementation processes.
These principles resulted in the following steps and methods. The first step involves the construc-
tion and exploration of alternative AVG concepts for the long term. The main purpose of this step
is to structure and limit the set of alternative AVG concepts. A general structuring method being
helpful in this context is morphological analysis (Van Doorn and Van Vught, 1978). Applied to our
study, it allows AVG concepts to be interpreted as combinations of particular values of AVG basic
features. The unique combinations of possible values along the different features produce a variety
of alternative concepts. Next, these concepts are evaluated to prune highly unlikely or unfeasible
concepts. This involves, for instance, concepts which are unlikely to contribute to general trans-
portation goals (accessibility, safety, and environmental sustainability) and/or concepts which are
unfeasible from a technical and/or societal point of view. The elimination of these concepts will
limit further research to a set of plausible AVG concepts.
The second step involves an in-depth analysis of the selected set of plausible AVG concepts, in
relation to the basic conditions postulated for each concept. This implies identifying and evaluating
the initial market characteristics of the different AVG concepts and the barriers that might obstruct
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market introduction and/or further deployment. The expertise and insights of experts are considered
appropriate for this type of analysis, as empirical data is lacking and extrapolation from past
observations would be an invalid approach. Therefore, the use of methods to collect expert opinions
seems to be valuable in supporting this analysis. This analysis will further limit the set of plausible
AVG concepts to a set of so-called promising AVG concepts.
The fulfilment of the conditions identified in the previous step depends on a sequence of actions
and decisions. Therefore, the third step focuses on the question of whether it is likely that the related
decisions and/or actions will be taken in time. This requires insight into the future preferences and
choice behaviour of stakeholders. Since this behaviour is not directly measurable (the AVG systems
are not available yet), an indirect way has to be followed. A well-accepted approach is measuring
preferences, assuming a direct relationship between preferences and (future) decision behaviour. The
measurement of preferences of stakeholders regarding (the features of) promising AVG concepts
will give us information on potential acceptance. Therefore, such an analysis will further limit the
set of promising AVG concepts to a set of accepted concepts.
SPECIFYING AND APPLYING THE CONCEPTUAL APPROACH
To apply the conceptual approach, the methods which have been used within this approach had
to be further specified and operationalized. We highlight the main choices that were made in this
context as well as the motivation for these choices. An overview of the different steps, the methods
used and their results are presented in Table II.
The construction and exploration of alternative AVG concepts
In the first step, morphological analysis was applied. In general, morphological analysis converts a
system concept under study in terms of basic attributes and their possible values (e.g. Twiss, 1992).
Next, all combinations of values are evaluated in order to select the most promising alternatives.
The identification of basic attributes is typically related to the purpose for which the concepts are
used. The number of attributes to be included depends on the trade-offs made by the researcher:
too many attributes complicate the construction and presentation of concepts and too few may give
an inadequate or only global description of concepts. The specification of values of the attributes
primarily depends upon the nature of the attributes. Some only have two or three values, as for other
attributes, the number of values might be significantly higher. However, an increasing number of
values rapidly increases the number of alternative concepts to evaluate. For instance, four attributes
with four values each gives 44 D 256 alternatives. It is difficult to analyse such large sets of
Table II. Conceptual TA approach of this study
Steps Method Results
1. Construction and exploration of alternative
AVG concepts
Morphological
analysis
A set of plausible
AVG concepts
2. Analysis of the conditions for the
implementation of plausible concepts
Delphi method A set of promising
AVG concepts
3. Analysis whether conditions for promising
concepts will be fulfilled in time by crucial
stakeholders
Stated preference
modelling
A set of accepted
AVG concepts
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alternatives. In our study, the system view on AVG and the transport system as presented above
has been used to facilitate the selection process of attributes and values. This system view gives an
aggregate, comprehensive picture of future AVG within the transport system, in terms of physical
components, their interaction via markets and the impacts of decisions within various markets. The
selected attributes and their values are presented in Table III.
The set of possible AVG concepts were defined as the set of all possible combinations of values of
key attributes. There are 34 ð 2 D 162 of such combinations. In theory, each combination could be
regarded as an alternative; but an in-depth study of each of the 162 AVG concepts would not have
been manageable in developing a robust policy framework. There was a need to reduce this set. This
could be achieved by eliminating those concepts, which are unlikely and/or impossible to implement.
Unlikely primarily referred to the potential contribution of the AVG concept to general transportation
goals, i.e. accessibility, safety, and environmental sustainability; impossible referred to the technical
and societal feasibility of implementing an AVG concept on a large scale within the time horizon
of this study. The concepts which did not meet at least one of these criteria or for which this was
highly uncertain are labelled implausible. The result of this elimination process was defined as a set
of plausible AVG concepts. Due to the systematic derivation of AVG concepts from basic attributes,
it was assumed that an AVG concept was implausible where one of the combinations of levels of
constituting attributes was implausible. The implausibility of a partial combination was judged on the
basis of expert knowledge expressed in the literature. Several partial combinations of AVG concepts
were found logically impossible and/or unlikely. Based on this procedure the set of future possible
AVG concepts was reduced to manageable proportions, enabling for further, in-depth research on
the remaining concepts. By further application of a temporal dimension, seven bundles of promising,
evolving AVG concepts could be defined. Basically, the future implementation of these concepts was
assumed to depend upon the assumption one holds on the nature of future AVG developments. For
instance, assuming that the implementation of these concepts would follow an evolutionary pattern
implies that there would probably first be informing and assisting intelligence in vehicles, either for
longitudinal or lateral support, functioning together with conventional vehicles and applicable on
motorways only. If a more revolutionary development is assumed, the development could start with
the implementation of fully automated devices in vehicles and infrastructure, for both longitudinal
and lateral support, functioning on dedicated lanes for target groups only.
Evaluating basic conditions for the implementation of AVG concepts
The next step involved a more in-depth analysis of the selected set of plausible AVG concepts, in
relation to the basic conditions postulated for each of the concepts. This implied identifying and
evaluating the initial market characteristics of the plausible AVG concepts and the barriers that
Table III. Key attributes and values of AVG concepts
Attributes of Values
AVG concept (1) (2) (3)
Function Longitudinal Lateral Longitudinal and lateral
Automation Information Assistance Automated
Instrumentation Vehicle Vehicle/infrastructure Infrastructure
Users Target groups All users All roads
Roads Dedicated lanes Motorways
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might obstruct market introduction and/or further deployment. As stated in the previous section,
expert knowledge was considered appropriate for this type of analysis. In particular, the Delphi
method was applied in this context because of its structuring ability of communication and its
typical feedback properties over different interrogation rounds. These method characteristics were
considered very important for this type of exploratory research (Rowe et al., 1991). In general, the
Delphi method consists of a series of repeated interrogations or rounds of experts. After the initial
interrogation, each subsequent interrogation is accompanied by information about the preceding
round of responses, usually presented anonymously by some group statistic. The experts are thus
encouraged to reconsider and, if appropriate, to change their earlier response in the light of replies
of other experts. As soon as a desired level of consensus has been reached, the final group position
is determined by calculating some measure of central tendency. The strength of the Delphi method
is its ability to explore issues that require personal judgement (Gordon, 1994). There are, however,
some important points which should be considered in designing a Delphi study. First, the reliability
and accuracy of the results might be limited. Second, the selection of experts should be proper to
avoid a ‘garbage in garbage out’ effect. Finally, a false idea of consensus might occur when the
predefined criterion for consensus within the group does not give any information on the consistency
of the individual answers over different rounds.
The notion of reliability and accuracy primarily refer to the forecasting function which the Delphi
method often serves. The typical forecasting function of the Delphi technique was not prominent
in our study. Experts were asked to indicate only the initial market characteristics of the different
plausible AVG concepts they expected up to 2020. Most of our study, however, aimed at identifying
and estimating the importance of conditions of future implementation of AVG concepts. The next
issue involved the selection of experts. In our study, 117 experts were carefully selected world-
wide, based on a structured search in a bibliographic database, containing references to all aspects
of AVG. Furthermore, each expert was asked to name other experts. Finally, in order to check
the expertise, these experts were asked to mention their degree of expertise in each system under
consideration. The last point of attention involved the possibility of false consensus. In order to
avoid this, the stability of individual expert opinions over subsequent rounds was measured, and
used as a stopping criterion. Chaffin and Talley (1980) link consistency of individual judgements
to the so-called ‘individual stability of answers’: the idea that the response frequencies of two
subsequent rounds do not differ significantly from each other.
The Delphi method applied was based on a questionnaire with mainly pre-specified answer
options, sent to a number of experts who were asked to indicate the time period of market intro-
duction and the user costs for different AVG systems. Furthermore, they had to indicate for which
type of user groups and for which specific roads a system will become available at initial market
introduction. The next step was to assess the importance of the factors which could obstruct a
system’s market introduction and/or further developments, using a 5-point scale. Several factors
were presented based on a review of the recent literature. Respondents, however, could add missing
barriers during the first round of interrogation. Finally, the experts indicated the relative importance
of several public policy measures to overcome these barriers.
In the first round of the Delphi study, 117 participants were approached, 65 of which returned a
completed questionnaire. Fifty of the 65 questionnaires sent out in the second round were returned.
In the third and final round, 40 of 50 questionnaires were returned. These response rates are quite
satisfying, compared to other studies described in the literature and given the considerable amount of
work asked from the respondents for filling in the questionnaires. The response is further specified
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Table IV. Delphi response over rounds regarding geographical background and affiliation
Background respondents Questionnaires
sent out
1st round
response
2nd round
response
3rd round
response
Geographical:
Europe 58 39 30 21
North America 42 16 13 12
Japan 17 10 7 7
Affiliation:
Government 12 7 6 6
Industry 31 16 13 9
Research institute/consultancy 35 24 17 12
University 39 18 14 13
Total 117 65 50 40
in Table IV. Overall, the Delphi panel had adequate expertise because each respondent had at least
minor expertise on one AVG system addressed in the questionnaire.
The Delphi study suggested that the evolutionary development of AVG is not at all obvious.
There still exist many barriers which obstruct successful implementation. Only for the short term, i.e.
before 2005, there existed a strong consensus that warning devices for speed headway keeping, lane
keeping and obstacle avoidance will become (further) available, next to vehicle-following systems
with limited deceleration capabilities. The introduction of more advanced systems taking temporary
control of the vehicle in dangerous situations was still considered to be uncertain. Overall, systems
are initially expected to be of use on motorways only, and to be adopted by professional drivers
and fleet operators. The study further pointed out that the contribution of most support systems
to road capacity gains and reduction of environmental impacts are (highly) uncertain. Moreover,
safety improvements may be achieved but these are strictly limited to those driving situations for
which the system is designed and these could easily be counter-measured by more risky driving
behaviour. Furthermore, for each type of support various systems could become available with
different operating characteristics. It is unclear how this diversity will affect total traffic performance.
Most uncertain seemed the implementation of the auto-pilot, due to various technical as well as
non-technical arguments. As the implementation of more advanced AVG systems appeared to be
very uncertain, a stronger focus on systems that can be implemented in the short term was required.
For the mid-term, i.e. up to 2010, the Delphi study pointed out that the implementation of the first
AVG systems will be dominated by market opportunities for these first systems. Therefore, it was
important to gain insight into the preferences of the market and the willingness of potential users
to purchase such AVG systems.
Market preferences about the implementation of AVG concepts
In the third step, both drivers and fleet operators of cars, lorries and buses were questioned about
their preferences for selected AVG alternatives from the previous step. In earlier studies on user
preferences for AVG, the respondents have evaluated different attributes of system(s) separately
(e.g. Becker, 1994; Sayer et al., 1995; Kemp et al., 1998; Hoedemaeker, 1999). In these studies
attributes have been presented one by one and the respondents have been asked to evaluate each
attribute on some measurement scale according to their needs and preferences. This measurement
method is relatively easy to construct and administer. Moreover, the responses potentially have
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high ‘reliability’, i.e. when the evaluation of attributes is repeated later with the same respondents,
almost the same results are obtained. However, this approach has serious limitations in terms of
predicting overall preference and choice behaviour (e.g. Oppewal, 1995), as individuals tend to
over- or underestimate the importance of separate attributes. This might be explained by the fact
that usually in real life more than one attribute plays a role so that individuals make trade-offs
among the different attributes of an alternative. These trade-offs are not taken into account by
traditional measurement approaches.
The trade-offs among attributes are explicitly considered by another measurement approach, the
so-called decompositional stated preference approach, also known as conjoint analysis (Louvie`re,
1988). In this approach, respondents have to indicate their overall preferences for hypotheti-
cal profiles, described in terms of a unique combination of levels of attributes; thus, they are
forced to make trade-offs among attributes. As profiles are constructed according to the prin-
ciples of statistical designs, the overall preference can be decomposed in terms of the weights
these respondents attach to separate attribute levels. By interpreting these weights in terms of
(part-worth) utilities, it is possible to study the relationship between part-worth utilities and over-
all utilities in a more valid way as compared to a measurement approach where attributes are
evaluated separately.
Therefore, in our study, we adopted conjoint analysis to explore this relationship with respect to
AVG concepts. Six pre-specified response groups involving both drivers and fleet owners of cars,
lorries and buses were questioned (the total response involved 485) about their preferences regarding
several promising AVG concepts, resulting from the previous step in our research. Alternatives were
characterized in terms of their functional features, different levels of purchase price and varying
impacts on travel time and fuel consumption. These attributes were selected because of their likely
influence on preference behaviour of potential users.
On average, drivers and fleet operators judged it neither attractive nor unattractive to have early
AVG systems in their vehicle(s). However, the study showed that these findings need to be qualified
as the preferences vary significantly on the specific system characteristics and the specific subgroups.
Overall, technical functions of systems were evaluated to be less important than the costs and
benefits of the system. This might be caused, among others, by the fact that most respondents are
unfamiliar with the AVG systems in question and hence with their technical attributes as well.
Most influential on the attractiveness is price. Systems which negatively influence travel time
performance or fuel consumption lowered the overall utility rapidly, as well as do systems which
take over control from the driver. With regard to all technical functions, informing devices are
preferred to the other levels. This implies, for instance, that warning is preferred to throttle and
brake control in distance-keeping support. As to lane-keeping and lane-changing support, warning
support is preferred to both no support and steering assistance. Considering different markets, it
was found that lorry drivers, car fleet operators and business drivers consider AVG systems more
attractive as compared to the other groups. Hence, these groups might be considered initial target
groups for implementation in this decade.
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, an innovative TA approach was developed and applied in order to identify and reduce
uncertainties on future AVG development and implementation. In this context, the field of TA was
of interest as it focuses on how the course of future technology developments can be directed in
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societal desired ways. It appeared that the field of TA is characterized by a large variety in terms
of problem areas applied, the objectives of the TA, the methodologies used for study, and the
methods used within the TA. This variety is an advantage in the sense that TA offers a broad,
flexible framework for further choices related to the specific subject of study. It is, however, a
disadvantage in the sense that most TA studies are consequently typically problem-driven. Evident
scientific criteria for choices are consequently lacking in this context and the researcher is forced
to make more or less subjective choices. When evident criteria for choices are not available, the
logical research strategy to follow is to first structure and limit the subject of study. Otherwise, the
degrees of freedom would be too numerous to set up a TA study and to effectively choose and
apply research methods.
In this paper, the issue of AVG implementation has been structured and limited using a system
view on AVG and the transport system. Based on this view, the need for more in-depth knowl-
edge linking information on AVG performance and public strategy development was identified. A
systematic approach has been specified, focusing on particular AVG concepts and the willingness
of stakeholders to support the implementation of these concepts. The use of backcasting analysis
resulted in the elimination of implausible, unpromising and unaccepted AVG concepts and helped
to reduce the scope of analysis to the most viable ones. This approach developed differs from most
other TA exercises in the field of AVG (and transport technologies in general). Most previous stud-
ies roughly follow the approach from studying different aspects of sophisticated AVG systems in
depth (e.g. traffic impacts, driver behaviour, cost–benefits, etc.). Only incidentally do they choose
a broader focus. Our study explicitly started from a broader view, incorporating all possible aspects
relevant for implementation. Most AVG studies focus on forecasting specific outcomes of AVG
implementation, i.e. what will happen in the future. Our study is not focused on forecasting. It
involves structuring and setting the agenda for decision-making, i.e. what should be done now,
aiming at specifying robust policies regarding future AVG implementation. As such our research
approach serves the typical ‘direction setting’, ‘determining priorities’, and ‘anticipatory intelli-
gence’ functions of Technology Foresight in general (Martin and Irvine, 1989). Each approach has
its advantages and disadvantages.
An approach focusing on the in-depth study of details logically results in more, often quantified,
findings on each aspect studied. This is related to the fact that one can often rely on a set of well-
proven sophisticated, research methodologies and methods. However, due to the isolated treatment
of the aspects, the real-world validity of the research findings remains disputable. Furthermore,
some aspects might be overlooked as they are of no interest to present studies or cannot be studied
by the available methods.
An attempt to avoid these disadvantages is made by means of the approach as described in
this article. Trying to identify and assess all aspects which might be relevant, based on an overall
view, however, hardly enable the assessment of each aspect as thoroughly as in the first approach.
Moreover, as stated earlier, there is no specific protocol on how to perform such an analysis or
how to choose the set of methods adequate for this type of study. One is forced to use the more
traditional TA methods, although these methods have often been developed for other purposes,
and/or to make use of methodologies as developed in other research fields. The conclusion must
be that our approach should be considered complementary to traditional TA exercises undertaken
in the field of AVG.
Ideally, if there are many uncertainties with regard to technological progress and the organiza-
tional processes of implementation, one should perform a TA study using both approaches. This
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would help to produce and integrate further insights into all the relevant aspects of technology imple-
mentation. Such a complementary approach has been adopted, for instance, in the earlier-mentioned
research programme ‘Technology Assessment on Automated Vehicle Guidance’, of which our study
formed part.
The combination of research methods used within this study generated some methodological
insights that might be of interest for similar studies. First, morphological analysis, for example, is
particularly useful in the phase of problem exploration. However, this requires some prior knowledge
about the technology that is being studied, as there is a need to appropriately identify the key
attributes and their possible values in the alternative concepts. Furthermore, the plausibility of
alternatives has to be judged carefully. Concepts could be initially excluded which, after all, might
become plausible due to accelerated technological progress, for instance.
Second, most (dis)advantages of the Delphi method relate to the aims and set-up of the study.
If the Delphi method is used to forecast the implementation of future technologies, requiring some
level of consensus among experts, the results may be disappointing. Instead, it may be more
fruitful to elicit experts’ opinions in order to identify and evaluate barriers to future technology
implementation, as well as to study underlying reasons for differences in opinions. Here, a problem
is the limited number of experts in a Delphi study, reducing the possibilities for a statistical analysis
of arguments. Furthermore, the degree of consensus at aggregate level may not be a misleading
stopping criterion for the number of rounds. Instead one could focus on the individual stability of
expert opinions over different rounds.
Third, it was learned that conjoint measurement requires a considerable amount of preparatory
research, in particular when this method is used to explore the future behaviour regarding highly
innovative products or services. Although the set-up of the conjoint measurement task can be
described in clear, consecutive steps, each step involves several operational decisions which the
researcher has to take based on empirical experiences with the conjoint method in other fields.
However, conjoint measurement has been used mostly to study choice behaviour among alterna-
tives that can be readily imagined; hence, for highly innovative products (such as those like AVG
systems), care has to be taken to specify the alternatives clearly and unambiguously. A clear pre-
sentation is essential for understanding, distinguishing and judging alternatives in a reliable way,
that is, resembling their real-world behaviour as much as possible. Preferably, some visual support
(pictures, animations or video) or even prototype products is favoured in this respect.
What is left for the future? We have addressed the problems of lacking scientific knowledge
concerning the specification, operationalization and application of TA approaches. Therefore, more
reflective research is recommended in the field of TA, in terms of comparative assessments using
different methodological approaches. This should provide TA researchers with generic, scientific
criteria, which can be used for setting up a TA study, including choosing particular methods. This
type of research is currently being conducted within several innovative research programmes of
which the authors form part. The first results of these activities have been published elsewhere
(Marchau and Brookhuis, 2001; Marchau and Walker 2002).
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